
K . A . Miltimore lives in the Pacific Northwest and

writes paranormal fantasy & cozy mysteries in the

wee hours of the morning . She loves mid-century

fashion , 80s music and nachos (not necessarily in

that order). With her husband and son , she loves

exploring quirky local towns , including Enumclaw ,

WA (the setting of her Gingerbread Hag series).  In

addition to a love of writing , she has a Masters in

Labor & Employment Law that she is still paying

off , a fondness for great Washington red wines ,

and re-watching the movies that she has forgotten

over the years
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Set in Enumclaw , WA , the series explores

what happens when a waystation for

supernatural travelers sets up shop in a

small town . Visitors seeking sanctuary ,

danger coming to the community . What

does it take to cause havoc in a time of "us

versus them? Find out in The Gingerbread

Hag series .

SERIES SUMMARY

BOOKS
Available from Amazon and Ingram
Burned to a Crisp - A Gingerbread
Hag Mystery (Book One)
ISBN-13: 978-1799015888
239 pp; published March 26. 2019
Category: Paranormal Cozy Mystery
 

In the Teeth of It - A Gingerbread
Hag Mystery (Book Two)
ISBN-13: 978-1075196256
226 pp; published June 29, 2019
 

Sweet Tooth & Claw - A Gingerbread
Hag Mystery (Book Three)
ISBN-13: 978-1690769927
231 pp; published Sept 7, 2019
 

"These sorts of changes have led to
more than a few tensions that drive
the plot of "Burned to a Crisp" -- as
Hedy's home begins to fill up with
supernatural strangers, strange
and violent crimes start being
reported all around town, and
Hedy's usual trusting demeanor
falters as she wrestles with doubt
and realizes she, too, has her own
biases against others." 
- Enumclaw Courier-Herald

MEDIA REVIEW

PEER REVIEWS

"This book has that slow burn, cozy feel to it that makes you want to make a cup and curl up in a chair with

some cookies as you find out more about the characters in world the author is developing." - Byrd Nash,

author of the Wicked Wolves of Windsor and Other Fairytales

 

"The author takes many of the conventions of the cozy -- small town setting, likable amateur detective, even

delicious baked goods -- and gives it a unique spin by incorporating supernatural creatures and folktales

from around the world." - Helen Whistberry, author of The Weird Sisters of Wynter's Hill

 

This well-conceived yarn keeps the reader guessing with a unique cast of characters both human and

mythological. The author excels at description and .. . the ending is not to be missed, and sets us up for future

installments while still being a complete story in and of itself. - Martin Shannon, author of Weird Tales of

Florida


